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This article contains a collection of homework problems to help students learn how concepts
from electricity and magnetism can be applied to topics in medicine and biology. The problems are at
a level typical of an undergraduate electricity and magnetism class, covering topics such as nerve
electrophysiology, transcranial magnetic stimulation, and magnetic resonance imaging. The goal of
these problems is to train biology and medical students to use quantitative methods, and also to introduce
physics and engineering students to biological phenomena. VC 2014 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discussion of how to instruct students at the interface
of biology and physics has often centered on determining the
appropriate topics to teach. However, once a curriculum is
set, another urgent need is for homework problems that train
biology and medical students to use quantitative methods
and that introduce physics and engineering students to bio-
logical phenomena. The problems need to be more challeng-
ing than typical “plug-and-chug” type problems that simply
use memorized formulas, yet they cannot be so advanced
that they require mathematical skills that most biology and
premed students do not have. The ideal problem teaches
a short story about the application of physics to biology with-
out being overly long-winded. Writing such problems is a
challenge. We have collected a set of homework problems in
our textbook, the fourth edition of Intermediate Physics for
Medicine and Biology.1

The goal of this paper is to provide 15 homework prob-
lems in the specific area of bioelectricity and biomagnetism.
Our target audience is physics majors interested in biology,
biomedical engineering students, biology majors who want
to study the life sciences quantitatively, and premed students
striving for a deep understanding of their field. The level of
these homework problems is important, and we strive here
for an intermediate difficulty typical of an undergraduate
physics electricity and magnetism class. Our model is the
homework problems in Edward Purcell’s book Electricity
and Magnetism, Volume 2 of the Berkeley Physics Course.2

We assume that the student is familiar with calculus.
Moreover, because vector calculus is so central to the field
of electricity and magnetism, we also assume a rudimentary
knowledge of divergence, gradient, and curl, as well as line
and surface integrals. Not all the problems use vector calcu-
lus, but several do. We advise students who need a refresher
on this subject to consult the book Div, Grad, Curl and All
That.3

We have several secondary goals for these problems.
First, we want the student to derive expressions relating key
physical quantities. Often students in introductory physics
classes are uncomfortable with deriving equations, and
merely want to get a numerical result. We try to emphasize
the more abstract thinking skills required to derive results,
which also allows students to practice important algebra and
calculus techniques. Because many of the expressions these

students derive are somewhat complex, we emphasize the
need to take limiting cases of these expressions to gain phys-
ical insight into their behavior. Translating mathematical
equations into physical explanations is one of the key skills
we wish to reinforce. Often, we ask the student to plot a
result or sketch a picture, so we can make sure that the
student has thought about the derived result enough to under-
stand its physical content. We usually end a problem by
having the student calculate a numerical value of some vari-
able, with the goal of becoming familiar with the physical
order of magnitude of many of the quantities analyzed.
Finally, in some cases, we provide a reference to a research
paper that has addressed the same topic in more detail.
(Additional references can be found in our Resource
Letter.4)

Bioelectricity and biomagnetism are not the only important
areas where physics and biology overlap. One could make
similar homework sets for diffusion, biological fluid dynam-
ics, feedback loops, nuclear medicine, and many other topics.
We focus on E&M only because we wish to develop one area
in depth. We restrict ourselves to those problems that high-
light a topic in biology or medicine, but which require the
concepts and tools of physics and mathematics to solve.

II. ELECTRICITY

A key concept in electricity is capacitance. The cell mem-
brane is an example of a capacitor that plays an important
role in the electrophysiology of nerves and muscle.
Biological organisms and tissues are so diverse that rarely do
you see anything approaching a “biological constant.” The
capacitance of the cell membrane, often expressed in the
easy-to-remember form 1 lF/cm2, is about as close as you
come to a constant in biology.5

Problem 1. The cell membrane is composed of a lipid
bilayer having thickness d and dielectric constant j.

(a) Model the membrane as a parallel-plate capacitor, with
the saltwater inside and outside the cell functioning as
the two plates, and the membrane acting as the insulat-
ing gap. Derive an expression for the capacitance per
unit area of the membrane Cm.

(b) Calculate Cm for d! 8 nm, j! 8, and eo! 8.85
" 10#12 F/m. Express your answer in lF/cm2, the units
often used in electrophysiology.
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(c) The resting voltage across a nerve membrane is about
#70 mV (inside negative relative to outside; typically
outside is taken as ground). During an action potential,
sodium ions entering the cell raise this voltage to
$30 mV. How much charge is required to produce this
change of voltage in a spherical cell of radius 10 lm?
How many sodium ions does this correspond to?

(d) The concentration of sodium ions inside a neuron is
about 15 mM (15" 10#3 moles per liter). By how
much does this concentration change after one action
potential? Does one action potential cause a significant
change in the concentration?

An important topic in bioelectricity is the electrical behav-
ior of nerves. In particular, the one-dimensional cable equa-
tion6 (originally derived to describe electrical signals sent
over a submarine telegraph cable) is central to understanding
the propagation of action potentials along a nerve axon and
the electrical stimulation of nerves. Current can flow along
the length of an axon (the x-direction) or can pass out of the
axon through the resistance and capacitance of the mem-
brane. The next problem deals with the cable equation.
Although it is a partial differential equation, we never ask
students to solve this equation except when we provide a
solution containing some unknown parameters that the stu-
dent must determine. Often when dealing with nerves and
muscle, we measure the voltage V with respect to the resting
potential.

Problem 2. The cable equation6 for the potential V inside
a nerve axon is

k2 @
2V

@x2
! V $ s

@V

@t
; (1)

where k is the length constant and s is the time constant. In
this case, the outside of the axon is grounded and V is the
transmembrane potential relative to the resting potential.
Suppose you use two intracellular electrodes to maintain the
potential at both ends of the axon (x!6L) to be V0.

(a) Substitute the solution V ! Aex=k $ Be#x=k into the
cable equation and show that it obeys the equation in
steady state.

(b) Use the boundary conditions at x!6L to derive
expressions for A and B. Use these results to write V(x)
in terms of x, L, k, and V0.

(c) Take the limit of the expression derived in part (b) for
L % k. Plot V(x) in this case. (Hint: use the Taylor
expansion ey & 1$ y$ y2=2.)

(d) Take the limit of the expression derived in part (b) for
L' k. Plot V(x) in this case.

(e) Suppose you are doing a “voltage clamp” experiment
and you need to maintain V(x) as close as possible to
V0 throughout the range #L< x< L. Calculate the
potential difference DV between the points x! 0 and
x! L. Determine the maximum value of L if you want
DV to be less than or equal to 1% of V0, assuming
k! 2 mm. Feel free to use the approximation devel-
oped in part (c).

Many animals have myelinated nerves, in which the axon
is wrapped in a myelin (fat) sheath to increase its membrane
resistance. The myelin is interrupted every millimeter or so
at the “nodes of Ranvier,” so a myelinated axon consists of
active regions at the nodes connected by long passive cables
between nodes. The purpose of the myelin is to increase the

length constant in the cable equation, and thereby speed up
propagation of the action potential. The next two problems
analyze myelinated axons, an analysis performed originally
by Rushton.7

Problem 3. Consider a myelinated nerve axon, in which
the myelin sheath has an inner radius a and outer radius b.

The length constant k is proportional to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
a2 ln b=a( )

p
.

Suppose b is fixed.

(a) Find the value of a that maximizes k.
(b) Using the value found in part (a), sketch the cross-

section of the nerve, showing the intracellular space
and the myelin. Rushton7 found that this geometry is
consistent with the observed structure of axons.

(c) The length constant arises from a trade-off between the
resistance of the intracellular space along the axon
(which you want small to increase k) and the radial
resistance across the myelin sheath (which you want
large to increase k). Draw pictures of the cross-section
of a myelinated axon for a % b and a* b and explain
physically why the length constant is small in each
case.

Problem 4. Rushton7 found that for myelinated nerve
axons, the propagation speed of an action potential u varies
linearly with the axon outer diameter d such that u ! 6d # 4,
where u is in m/s and d is in lm. The propagation speed in
unmyelinated axons, on the other hand, is proportional to the
square root of the diameter: u ! 2

!!!
d
p

.

(a) In one figure, plot u versus d for each case, over the
range 0< d< 4 lm.

(b) To maximize speed, should large axons be myelinated
or unmyelinated? What about small axons? At what
diameter are the speeds of myelinated and unmyeli-
nated axons the same?

(c) If the largest axons in a human, controlling key motor
activities such as hand movements, are myelinated and
have a diameter of 20 lm, then how long would it take
for an action potential to propagate from the brain to
the hand, a length of approximately 1 m?

Neural stimulation is crucial to developing technology
that can excite axons and thereby restore function. The coch-
lear implant,8 a device to stimulate the auditory nerve and
restore hearing to the deaf, is an example of how neural stim-
ulation can contribute to medicine. Deep brain stimulation9

to treat Parkinson’s disease is another example. Electrical
stimulation of the heart is also critical in the design of
cardiac pacemakers and defibrillators.10 The next problem
considers a simple example of electrical stimulation.

Problem 5. A cylindrical nerve axon of radius a is placed
in a uniform electric field of strength E directed perpendicu-
lar to the axon. Assume the membrane resistance is so large
that the current passing through it is negligible and hence the
current deflected by the axon causes the distribution of the
steady-state extracellular potential Ve to be

Ve ! A
cos h

r
# Er cos h; (2)

where h is the angle from the direction of the electric field.

(a) Use the condition that the current entering the mem-
brane is zero to derive an expression for the unknown
constant A in terms of E and a.
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(b) If no current enters the cell, the intracellular potential
is constant, and in this case can be set to zero.
Therefore, the transmembrane potential (intracellular
potential minus extracellular potential) is equal to #Ve

evaluated at r! a. Derive an expression for the peak
transmembrane potential.

(c) If the axon has a radius of 10 lm and a transmembrane
potential of 20 mV is required to excite an action
potential, what electric field is needed for excitation?

(d) Sketch a picture of the cylindrical axon in an electric
field and indicate where the cell membrane is depolar-
ized (positive transmembrane potential) and where it is
hyperpolarized (negative transmembrane potential).

The next two problems are a pair, with the goal of predict-
ing the extracellular potential in the tissue surrounding an
active nerve axon. Many bioelectric measurements, such as
the electroencephalogram11 (EEG) and electrocardiogram12

(ECG), require measuring the extracellular potential. One
key assumption we make, which is particularly important in
Problem 7, is that when current leaves the axon through the
membrane it appears as a point-like source of current in the
extracellular space. This assumption is appropriate if the
axon radius is small. Another assumption in these two prob-
lems is that the action potential has a “triangular” time
dependence; that is, the potential rises linearly to a peak, and
then falls linearly back to rest. This is clearly a drastic
approximation, but it allows one to solve for the extracellular
potential analytically. In an actual nerve axon the potential
would change more smoothly.

Problem 6. Suppose the intracellular potential Vi at posi-
tion x along a nerve axon is given by

Vi x( ) !

0 x < #b;

V0 1$ x=b( ) #b < x < 0;

V0 1# x=c( ) 0 < x < c;

0 x > c:

8
>>>><

>>>>:

(3)

(a) Plot Vi as a function of x.
(b) Derive an expression for the intracellular current I at

position x along the axon, I ! #ripa2dVi=dx, where ri

is the intracellular conductivity and a is the axon
radius.

(c) If V0! 100 mV, ri! 1.5 (Xm)#1, a! 10 lm, b! 25 mm,
and c! 50 mm, plot I (in nA) as a function of x (in mm).

Problem 7. Suppose the intracellular potential Vi along a
nerve axon is that given in Problem 6. Because of its large
intracellular resistance, the axon acts like a current source
when viewed from the extracellular space. The extracellular
potential Ve produced by a point source of current I a
distance r from the source is Ve ! I=4prer, where re is the
extracellular conductivity.

(a) Derive an expression for the extracellular potential as a
function of the radial distance d from the center of the
axon, the axial position x along the axon, the axon
radius a, the intracellular conductivity ri, and the con-
stants Vo, b, c, and re. Hint: you will have three sources
of current entering or leaving the axon at x!#b, 0,
and c (be careful to get each source’s sign correct, and
assume a is so small that they look like point sources).
You will need to calculate r for each source, and then
add the contributions to get Ve.

(b) Determine under what conditions the extracellular
potential near the axon (d! a) at x! 0 is much smaller
than the intracellular potential. Assume a% b, c.

(c) Let R !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
d2 $ x2
p

and x ! Rcosh. Derive an approxi-
mate expression for Ve(R, h) that is accurate at large R.
Use the Taylor expansion 1=

!!!!!!!!!!!
1$ y
p

& 1# y=2
$ 3y2=8.

III. MAGNETISM

One important application of magnetism in medicine is
magnetic resonance imaging13 (MRI). Usually, MRI is used
to image tissue structure or function; however, it can also
measure the magnetic field produced by currents in the body.
The next problem considers a method developed by Michael
Joy and his colleagues,14 in which they measure the mag-
netic field using MRI and then calculate the current density.

Problem 8. The differential form of Ampere’s law
r" B ! loJ provides a relationship between the current
density J and the magnetic field B. The magnetic field in the
body can be measured using magnetic resonance imaging.14

Suppose from MRI you find the magnetic field to be
Bx ! C y z2 # y x2

" #
, By ! C x z2 # x y2

" #
, and Bz ! C4x y z,

where C is a constant with the units of T/m3. Determine an
expression for the current density in the body.

Magnetic resonance imaging arises from the interaction of
nuclear magnetic dipoles with an applied magnetic field. The
next problem analyzes this interaction. The equation for the
magnetization given in the problem is easily derived by con-
sidering the Boltzmann distribution of spins in two states:
parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. However, such
an analysis would be more appropriate to a collection of
statistical mechanics problems than E&M problems.

Problem 9. During magnetic resonance imaging, the pro-
ton nuclear spins tend to align with the static magnetic field
B, but they also undergo thermal fluctuations. The average
value of the magnetization M is given by

M ! Nl
elB=kT # e#lB=kT

elB=kT $ e#lB=kT
; (4)

where N is the spin density, l is the magnetic moment of the
proton, T is the absolute temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s
constant.

(a) Find an expression for M when lB % kT. Interpret it
physically.

(b) Find an expression for M when lB ' kT. Interpret it
physically.

(c) During MRI, l! 1.4" 10#26 J/T, B! 2 T, k! 1.4
" 10#23 J/K, and T! 310 K. Determine lB and kT.
Which limit applies?

(d) The value of M influences the signal-to-noise ratio dur-
ing MRI. Describe how you could increase your signal-
to-noise ratio by varying the parameters.

Biomagnetism is the production of magnetic fields by the
body. The magnetoencephalogram (MEG) and the magneto-
cardiogram (MCG) use measurements of the magnetic field
to determine the location, direction, and strength of current
sources in the brain or heart. The next two problems are
based on experiments by Roth and Wikswo15 to record the
magnetic field produced by a nerve axon. To make the analy-
sis simpler, we assume the measurements are performed in
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cardiac instead of neural tissue so that instead of the action
potential rising to a peak value and then returning to rest all
in just 1 ms as in a nerve, it rises in 1 ms and then remains at
the plateau value for hundreds of milliseconds before return-
ing to rest as in the heart.

Problem 10. Suppose that at one instant the intracellular
current I at position x along a thin strand of cardiac tissue is

I !
I0 #L < x < L;

0 otherwise:

(

(5)

This is a good approximation of the current produced in the
heart, where the intracellular potential rises from rest to a
plateau value over a thin layer of thickness 2 L.

(a) Plot I as a function of x.
(b) At x!6L, the intracellular current crosses the mem-

brane and enters the extracellular space. Derive an
expression for the extracellular potential Ve(x,d) in the
tissue of conductivity re surrounding the strand, where
d is the radial distance from the center of the strand
(see Problem 7 for a hint).

(c) Determine an expression for the extracellular electric
field in the x-direction by differentiating Ve(x,d) from
part (b). Multiply this result by re to get the extracellu-
lar current density Jx.

(d) Use the integral form of Ampere’s law to derive an
expression for the magnetic field at a distance r from
the center of the strand (use x! 0). Consider two sour-
ces of current: the intracellular current I0 and the
“return current,” which is the fraction of the extracellu-
lar current that returns through the Amperian loop.

(e) Take the limit of the expression derived in part (d)
when r % L. Show that this reduces to the magnetic
field from a wire carrying current I0.

(f) Take the limit of the expression derived in part (d)
when r' L. This result should fall off as 1/r2 and rep-
resents a “dipole” field.

(g) If I0! 2 lA and L! 1 mm, calculate the magnetic field
(in pT) at r! 2 mm from the center of the strand.

Problem 11. The magnetic field in the previous problem
can be calculated using the law of Biot and Savart instead of
Ampere’s law.

(a) Use the law of Biot and Savart to derive an expression
for the magnetic field produced a distance r from the
center (x! 0) of a strand of cardiac tissue, where the
intracellular current is given in Problem 10. In this
problem, you can ignore the extracellular current
because it arises from two point sources at x! L and
#L, and the magnetic field produced by a point source
of current is zero.

(b) Show that the result in part (a) is identical to the result
from Problem 10.

(c) Ampere’s law requires you to include the extracellular
current when calculating the magnetic field, but the
law of Biot and Savart lets you ignore it. Which is cor-
rect? Can you ignore the extracellular current?

Barach16 has explored the equivalence of Ampere’s law
and the law of Biot and Savart in biomagnetic calculations.

Magnetic forces are generally small in biological tissue
but may not be completely negligible. The next problem
shows how the magnetic (Lorentz) force on a nerve axon in

a magnetic field may result in the displacement of the axon,
which could create an artifact during MRI. Truong and
Song17 have reported observing such artifacts, but Roth and
Basser18 analyzed their experiment using a model similar to
that in Problem 12 and showed that it is not likely to have a
measurable effect on the magnetic resonance signal. This
issue remains an open question. Finding such “contrast
sources” for detecting action potentials has been called the
“holy grail” of MRI research.19 “Functional MRI” relies on
changes in blood flow to detect neural activity, but ideally
one wants a source of contrast that is more closely coupled
to neural electrical activity.

Problem 12. Suppose your median nerve (the primary
nerve in your arm) carries a current I along its length L.

(a) You are having a magnetic resonance image taken and
the steady uniform magnetic field B is directed perpen-
dicular to the nerve. Derive an expression for F, the
magnitude of the magnetic force on the nerve. Draw a
picture showing the directions of I, B, and F.

(b) Assume this nerve is held in position by an elastic force
per unit length with magnitude equal to kr, where k is
the spring constant per unit length and r is the distance
the nerve is displaced from its equilibrium position.
Find an expression for the displacement of the nerve.

(c) Assume that a magnetic field gradient G is present, so
that when the nerve moves a distance r it leaves a
region with magnetic field strength B and enters a
region of magnetic field strength B$Gr. Derive an
expression for the change in resonance angular fre-
quency Dx caused by the displacement, in terms of G,
B, I, k, and the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton c
(hint: Dx! cDB). If the gradient and current last for
time T, what is the change in phase of the MRI
signal?

(d) Calculate the distance that the axon moves if B0! 4 T,
I! 0.1 mA, and k! 40,000 N/m2. Calculate the result-
ing phase shift (in degrees) if G! 36 mT/m, T! 10 ms,
and c! 2.68" 108 rad/(s T).

IV. ELECTROMAGNETISM

Faraday’s law of induction plays a central role in some
medical applications. The next two problems consider how
rapidly-changing magnetic fields induce eddy currents in
the tissue, thereby causing important effects such as the gen-
eration of ultrasonic waves or stimulation of nerves.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation20 has become a particu-
larly important method of studying brain function, and may
even have therapeutic applications for depression.

Problem 13. Transcranial magnetic stimulation is a tech-
nique developed by Barker et al.21 to excite neurons in the
brain. A strong pulse of current is passed through a coil
placed near the head, producing a time-dependent magnetic
field B(t). Suppose this magnetic field is uniform in space for
r< a and is zero for r> a, where r is the distance from a line
parallel to the magnetic field, and it rises from zero to B0 in a
time T and is constant at all other times.

(a) Derive expressions for the magnitude of the electric
field E induced in the tissue for both r> a and r< a,
for 0< t<T.

(b) Sketch this distribution of electric field lines. Indicate
the strength of E by the density of field lines.
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(c) Suppose an electric field of 100 V/m is required to
excite a neuron. What value of B0 is required for exci-
tation if a! 50 mm and T! 100 ls?

Problem 14. Assume a sheet of tissue having conductivity
r is placed perpendicular to a uniform, strong, static mag-
netic field B0. A weaker but temporally oscillating magnetic
field B1(t) is parallel to B0, and is uniform in the region r< a,
where r is the distance from a line along the direction of B0.

(a) Derive an expression for the electric field E induced by
the oscillating magnetic field as a function of r.

(b) Determine an expression for the current density J by
multiplying the electric field by the conductivity.

(c) The force per unit volume F is given by the Lorentz
force J"B0 (ignore the weak B1). Find an expression
for F.

(d) The source of the ultrasonic pressure waves can be
expressed as the divergence of the Lorentz force.
Derive an expression for r + F (it may be different for
r< a and r> a)

(e) Draw a picture showing the directions of J, B0, and F.

(The technique of detecting such pressure waves and using
them to image electrical conductivity in tissue is called mag-
netoacoustic tomography with magnetic induction.22)

The skin depth is a measure of how far an electromagnetic
field can penetrate a conductor. Because tissue is not a good
conductor compared to a metal, its skin depth tends to be
large. However, when high-frequency magnetic fields are
present, such as the radio frequency fields used in MRI or
during transcranial magnetic stimulation, the skin depth
needs to be investigated to see if it is an important parameter,
as shown in the next problem. This problem is most useful if
the student has studied the diffusion equation previously.

Problem 15. The concept of “skin depth” can play a role
in some biomagnetic applications.

(a) Ampere’s law r" B ! l0J relates the magnetic field
B to the current density J. Use Ohm’s law J!rE to
write Ampere’s law in terms of the electric field E and
the conductivity r.

(b) Take the curl of both sides of the equation found in
part (a) (assume the conductivity is homogeneous and
isotropic).

(c) Use Faraday’s law r" E ! #@B=@t, the equation
r + B ! 0, and the vector identity r" r" B( )
! r r + B( ) #r2B to simplify the result from part (b).

(d) The answer to part (c) should be the diffusion equation:
@B=@t ! Dr2B. Express the diffusion constant D in
terms of electric and magnetic parameters.

(e) Diffusion over a distance L takes a time on the order of
T!L2/2D. During transcranial magnetic stimulation,
L! 0.1 m, r! 0.1 (Xm)#1, and lo! 4p" 10#7 T m/A.
How long does the magnetic field take to diffuse into
the head? Is this time much longer than or much
shorter than the 100-ls rise time of the magnetic field
for the stimulator designed by Barker et al.21? Is it safe
to ignore diffusion of the magnetic field during trans-
cranial magnetic stimulation?

(f) During magnetic resonance imaging, an 85-MHz
radio-frequency magnetic field is applied to the body.
Calculate the diffusion distance L using half a period
for T. How does L compare to the size of the head?
The frequency of the RF field is proportional to the

strength of the static magnetic field in an MRI device,
and 85 MHz corresponds to 2 T. If the static field is 7 T
(common in modern high-field MRI), calculate L. Is it
safe to ignore skin depth during high-field MRI?

V. CONCLUSION

A collection of well-crafted homework problems can be
an important learning tool for students at the interface
between biology and physics. It allows the student to
actively participate in the learning process. One cannot solve
problems such as these without both a detailed understanding
of the physical process and a mastery of the necessary math-
ematical tools. As educators emphasize the role of physics in
medicine and biology, such homework problem collections
will play an important role in student learning.

Solutions to these problems are available from the authors
and are also available as supplementary material.23
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